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Tourist

EUR 182.40
arrivals = 25%

receipts = 60% 

EUR 83.7

EUR 37.0

EUR 48.7

EUR 8.0

EUR 3.1

EUR 1.6

46% 

27% 

20% 

4% 

2% 

1% 

arrivals = 75%
receipts = 40% 

Excursionist

EUR 45.70 

accommodations 

 restaurant 

 public transport 

 shopping 

 recreation 

 other 

EUR 14.6

EUR 25.2

EUR 3.2

EUR 1.8

EUR 0.9

55% 

32% 

7% 

4% 

2% 

532

Daily Spending,
Tourists / 
Excursionists, 
2002

Domestic tourist > EUR 151.4
International tourist (European) > EUR 174.4
International tourist (non-European) > EUR 204.5
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Domestic excursionist > EUR 45.5
International excursionist > EUR 45.9

Gross Domestic Product, 2003:

Italy    EUR 1,140.8 billion
Province of Venice   EUR 19.4 billion
Municipality of Venice EUR 8.7 billion
> from tourism alone EUR 1.5 billion 

GDP per capita, 2003:

Italy    EUR 20,000
Province of Venice   EUR 23,900
Municipality of Venice EUR 30,800 
> from tourism alone EUR 5,500 

{ CISET · UIC · Venice Chamber of Commerce · RUR-CENSIS }

A tourist is someone who spends at least one night 
in Venice, while an excursionist is someone who 
practices a “hit and run” visit, boarding in hotels 
outside of the historic centre and arriving during 
the day by train or bus. These latter do not spend 
money in the historic centre for their accommo-
dations and they tend to spend little on other 
expenses such as food, transport and shopping. 
In general, the city’s entrepreneurs view high end 
tourism as much more profitable, thus they prefer 
to lower the number of excursionists and increase 
that of tourists. Yet as we have seen in the previous 
chapter, excursionists outnumber tourists six to one 
and therefore are an important target group.

In the first quarter of 2008, the turnover from higher 
end tourism, including American visitors, decreased 
by 45%, largely due to the dollar/euro exchange 
rate. Venetian business owners complain about day 
excursionists and low-income mass tourism, yet 
their stable and predictable numbers have resulted 
in a change in offers proposed by these same 
 entrepreneurs. Much of the glass and many masks 
are produced in China and sold at bargain prices. 

London

95 / 11
Paris

205 / 9
inhabitants per 

0.01 sq km
visitors per 
0.01 sq km

inhabitants per
0.01 sq km

visitors per
0.01 sq km

New York

251 / 27
Venice

75 / 56

inhabitants

visitors

Saint Mark’s Square (0.01 sq km)10 x 10 m

inhabitants per
0.01 sq km

visitors per
0.01 sq km

inhabitants per
0.01 sq km

visitors per
0.01 sq km

616

Density of Major Tourist Cities,
Inhabitants / Visitors,
2005

This notational system represents the average 
density of inhabitants and tourists per 0.1 sq km, 
calculated for the entire area of the centres of the 
four selected cities. It does not take into account 
the fact that the real tourist areas – where tourists 
effectively move – is radically smaller and also less 
residential. The effective tourist range appears on 
the notational system 040311.

617{ www.visitlondon.com · Municipality of Venice Tourism Council · Office du Tourisme et des Congrès de Paris · NYC Statistics · CIA - The World Factbook }04
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London (Central London)
area   –  316 sq km
population  –  1.54 million /  daily visitors  –  327,700 

Paris (Intra-muros)
area   –  105 sq km
population  –  2.99 million /  daily visitors  –  92,300

New York (Manhattan)
area   –  61.4 sq km
population  –  2.15 million /  daily visitors  –  164,400

Venice (Central Venice)
area   –  8 sq km
population  –  0.06 million /  daily visitors  –  44,700

south Libyan border

Detention Camps, 
2007

Italy,
Number of Detainees

01 Bari-Palese, 200
02  Bologna, Caserma Chiarini, 95
03  Brindisi, contrada Restinco, 180
04  Caltanissetta, contrada Pian del Lago, 96
05  Catanzaro, Lamezia Terme, 75
06  Crotone, località S. Anna, 129
07  Foggia, Borgo Mezzanone, 220
08  Gorizia, Gradisca d’Isonzo, 252
09  Milano, via Corelli, 140
10  Modena, località S. Anna, 60
11  Ragusa, ex stabilimento Sonicem, 60
12  Roma, Ponte Galeria, 300
13  Torino, corso Brunelleschi, 96
14  Trapani, Serraino Vulpitta, 57
15  Bari-Palese, airport area, 600
16  Siracusa, Cassibile, 200
17  Lampedusa, 186

Germany
France
Poland
Greece 
Italy 
Hungary
United Kingdom
Spain
Czech Republic
Turkey
Ireland
Morocco
Netherlands
Belgium
Romania
Sweden
Bulgaria

64
32
26
24 
17
16
11
10

9
8
8
8
7
6
6
5
4

4
4
3
2
2
2
2
2
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

Algeria
Libya
Lebanon
Slovenia
Slovakia
Latvia
Serbia
Tunisia
Ukraine
Lithuania
Estonia
Albania
Russia
Finland
Norway
Denmark
Portugal

In recent years, the EU has intensified attempts to 
export detention centres and concentrate refugees 
beyond the gates of Europe through bilateral 
agree    ments with North African states. This ideal of 
 dislocation intends to abolish the right of asylum in 
EU, externalizing it through the creation of a  cordon 
sanitaire of internment camps along immigration 
routes. Thus, refugees and asylum-seekers would 
no longer be allowed access to Europe, but instead 
must await refusal of their applications for asylum in 
prison-like situations. In 2004, the EU reported that 
the Italian government had financed the construction 
of detention centres in Kufrah, Sebha and Ghariyan 
in Libya. According to UNHCR, another EU-funded 
centre was opened in Libya in 2008.

Europe,
Number of Camps

{ graphic design : Katerina Dolej!ová, based on work of Nunzia Coco }ˇ
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Venice > Paris [$34]

Venice > Barcelona [$24]

Venice > Brussels [$56]

Venice > Toronto [$410]

Venice > Geneva [$58]

Venice > New York [$340]

Venice > London [$27]
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Venice > Sydney [$803]

Philippines > Schengen [$9,300]

Venice > Manila [$1,130]

Sri Lanka > Schengen [$8,300]

Venice > Colombo [$616]

Bangladesh > Italy [$7,000]
Venice > Dhaka [$640]

Venice > Tokyo [$439]

China > Europe [$10,000 - $24,000]Venice > Beijing [$735]

Ukraine > Schengen [$5,000 - $10,000]

Venice > Kiev [$248]

Moldova > Italy [$5,500]

Venice > Chisinau [$252]

Romania > Schengen [$5,500]

Venice > Bucharest [$77]

Serbia/Mont. > Europe [$3,000]
Venice > Pristina [$176]

Albania/Macedonia > Italy [$2,600]Venice > Tirana / Skopje [$158 / $290]

Leisure Based Mobility (Tourism)
Top 12 tourism countries in Venice, 2006
[price of low fare air-ticket]

Italy (Venice) > United States (New York)
Italy (Venice) > United Kingdom (London)
Italy (Venice) > France (Paris)
Italy (Venice) > Japan (Tokyo)
Italy (Venice) > Spain (Barcelona)
Italy (Venice) > Germany (Berlin) 
Italy (Venice) > China (Beijing)
Italy (Venice) > Australia (Sydney)
Italy (Venice) > Canada (Toronto)
Italy (Venice) > Switzerland (Geneva)
Italy (Venice) > Austria (Vienna)
Italy (Venice) > Belgium (Brussels)

Top 12 immigration countries in Venice, 2006
[price of low fare air-ticket]

Italy (Venice) > Bangladesh (Dhaka)
Italy (Venice) > Moldova (Chisinau)
Italy (Venice) > Ukraine (Kiev)
Italy (Venice) > Romania (Bucharest)
Italy (Venice) > Albania (Tirana)
Italy (Venice) > Macedonia (Skopje)
Italy (Venice) > China (Beijing)
Italy (Venice) > Philippines (Manila)
Italy (Venice) > Serbia/Mont. (Pristina)
Italy (Venice) > Sri Lanka (Colombo)
Italy (Venice) > Senegal (Dakar)
Italy (Venice) > Morocco (Casablanca)

Subsistence Based Mobility (Human Trafficking)
Top 12 immigration countries in Venice, 2006
[cost of illegal border crossing]

Bangladesh  > Italy 
Moldova  > Italy 
Ukraine  > Schengen
Romania  > Schengen
Albania  > Italy 
Macedonia  > Italy 
China  > Europe
Philippines  > Schengen
Serbia/Mont.  > Schengen
Sri Lanka  > Schengen
Senegal  > Italy (tourist visa)
Morocco  > Spain

Human trafficking is a major global growth industry.
According to the International Organization for 
Migration, there are more then 100 million migrants 
worldwide. Of these, approximately 30% are 
believed to be illegal. About 4 million people are 
smuggled across borders each year.  
In 2008, the United Nations estimated the total 
global market value of illicit human trafficking at 

Travel Costs

Comparing Travel Expenses 
for Legal and Illegal Passages

Schengen Area

leisure based mobility  
(tourism)
[price of low fare air-ticket]

subsistence based mobility   
(human trafficking)
[cost of illegal border crossing]$ 35 billion annually. These numbers are obviously 

subjected to the impossibility of quantifying the 
realm of illegality. 
The individual costs of illegal border crossing 
 arranged by organized crime have increased 
directly in proportion to the crackdown on migratory 
flows through the militarization of the borders of 
receiving nations.

ˇ{ graphic design : Katerina Dolej!ová (2009) }ˇ

www.migropolis.com



Encyclopédie, Diderot & dʼAlembert, 1750-1772





Our ability to generate and acquire data
has by far outpaced 

our ability to make sense of that data.

Manuel Lima



Ursus Wehrli



Ursus Wehrli



The greatest value of a picture is when it forces us to notice 
what we never expected to see.

John Tukey





Charles Joseph Minard, Tableaux Graphiques et Cartes Figuratives de M. Minard, 1845-1869



The purpose of visualization is insight,
 not pictures.

Ben Shneiderman



Amazon.com: The Visual Display of 
Quantitative Information (9780961392147): 
Edward R. Tufte: Books

Amazon.com: Envisioning 
Information (9780961392116): 
Edward R. Tufte: Books

Amazon.com: Visual Explanations: Images and 
Quantities, Evidence and Narrative 
(9780961392123): Edward R. Tufte: Books

Beautiful Evidence: Amazon.co.uk: Edward 
R. Tufte: Books

The Work of Edward Tufte and Graphics Press

http://www.amazon.com/Visual-Display-Quantitative-Information/dp/0961392142/ref=pd_sim_b_11
http://www.amazon.com/Visual-Display-Quantitative-Information/dp/0961392142/ref=pd_sim_b_11
http://www.amazon.com/Visual-Display-Quantitative-Information/dp/0961392142/ref=pd_sim_b_11
http://www.amazon.com/Envisioning-Information-Edward-R-Tufte/dp/0961392118/ref=pd_sim_b_4
http://www.amazon.com/Envisioning-Information-Edward-R-Tufte/dp/0961392118/ref=pd_sim_b_4
http://www.amazon.com/Envisioning-Information-Edward-R-Tufte/dp/0961392118/ref=pd_sim_b_4
http://www.amazon.com/Visual-Explanations-Quantities-Evidence-Narrative/dp/0961392126/ref=pd_sim_b_6
http://www.amazon.com/Visual-Explanations-Quantities-Evidence-Narrative/dp/0961392126/ref=pd_sim_b_6
http://www.amazon.com/Visual-Explanations-Quantities-Evidence-Narrative/dp/0961392126/ref=pd_sim_b_6
http://www.amazon.co.uk/Beautiful-Evidence-Edward-R-Tufte/dp/0961392177/ref=sr_1_4?s=books&ie=UTF8&qid=1342717089&sr=1-4
http://www.amazon.co.uk/Beautiful-Evidence-Edward-R-Tufte/dp/0961392177/ref=sr_1_4?s=books&ie=UTF8&qid=1342717089&sr=1-4
http://www.edwardtufte.com/tufte/index






Journalism in the Age of Data: A Video 
Report on Data Visualization by Geoff 
McGhee

Narrative Visualization: Telling Stories with Data
Edward Segel and Jeffrey Heer

Abstract—Data visualization is regularly promoted for its ability to reveal stories within data, yet these “data stories” differ in important
ways from traditional forms of storytelling. Storytellers, especially online journalists, have increasingly been integrating visualizations
into their narratives, in some cases allowing the visualization to function in place of a written story. In this paper, we systematically
review the design space of this emerging class of visualizations. Drawing on case studies from news media to visualization research,
we identify distinct genres of narrative visualization. We characterize these design differences, together with interactivity and mes-
saging, in terms of the balance between the narrative flow intended by the author (imposed by graphical elements and the interface)
and story discovery on the part of the reader (often through interactive exploration). Our framework suggests design strategies for
narrative visualization, including promising under-explored approaches to journalistic storytelling and educational media.

Index Terms—Narrative visualization, storytelling, design methods, case study, journalism, social data analysis.

1 INTRODUCTION

In recent years, many have commented on the storytelling potential
of data visualization. News organizations including the New York
Times, Washington Post, and the Guardian regularly incorporate dy-
namic graphics into their journalism. Politicians, activists, and televi-
sion reporters use interactive visualizations as a backdrop for stories
about global health and economics [10] and election results [9]. A re-
cent feature in The Economist [6] explores the proliferation of digital
data and notes that visualization designers are “melding the skills of
computer science, statistics, artistic design and storytelling.”

Static visualizations have long been used to support storytelling,
usually in the form of diagrams and charts embedded in a larger body
of text. In this format, the text conveys the story, and the image typ-
ically provides supporting evidence or related details. An emerging
class of visualizations attempts to combine narratives with interactive
graphics. Storytellers, especially online journalists, are increasingly
integrating complex visualizations into their narratives.

Crafting successful “data stories” requires a diverse set of skills.
Gershon and Page [12] note that effective story-telling “require[s]
skills like those familiar to movie directors, beyond a technical expert’s
knowledge of computer engineering and science.” While techniques
from oration, prose, comic books, video games, and film production
are applicable to narrative visualization, we should also expect this
emerging medium to possess unique attributes. Data stories differ in
important ways from traditional storytelling. Stories in text and film
typically present a set of events in a tightly controlled progression.
While tours through visualized data similarly can be organized in a
linear sequence, they can also be interactive, inviting verification, new
questions, and alternative explanations.

Currently, most sophisticated visualization tools focus on data ex-
ploration and analysis. Applications such as spreadsheets and visual-
ization tools support an array of analysis routines and visual encod-
ings, but beyond exporting images for presentation typically provide
scant support for crafting stories with analysis results. As such, they
provide powerful vehicles for discovering “stories”, but do little to aid
narrative communication of these findings to others. As tools mature
and more richly integrate with the web (e.g., Many Eyes [25], Tableau
Public [22], GeoTime Stories [8]), they are enabling the publication
of dynamic graphics with variably constrained levels of interactivity.
It remains an open question how the design of such tools might be
evolved to support richer and more diverse forms of storytelling.

• The authors are with Stanford University, Stanford, CA 94305.
E-mail: {esegel, jheer}@stanford.edu.

Manuscript received 31 March 2010; accepted 1 August 2010; posted online
24 October 2010; mailed on 16 October 2010.
For information on obtaining reprints of this article, please send
email to: tvcg@computer.org.

In this paper, we investigate the design of narrative visualizations
and identify techniques for telling stories with data graphics. We take
an empirical approach, analyzing visualizations from online journal-
ism, blogs, instructional videos, and visualization research. After re-
viewing related work, we share five selected case studies which high-
light varied design strategies and illustrate our analytic approach. We
then formulate a design space constructed from an analysis of 58 ex-
amples. Our analysis identifies salient dimensions of visual story-
telling, including how graphical techniques and interactivity can en-
force various levels of structure and narrative flow. We describe seven
genres of narrative visualization: magazine style, annotated chart, par-
titioned poster, flow chart, comic strip, slide show, and video. These
genres can be combined with interactivity and messaging to produce
varying balances of author-driven and reader-driven experiences. Fi-
nally, we discuss the implications of our framework, noting recurring
design strategies, promising yet under-utilized approaches to integrat-
ing visualization with other media, and the potential for improved user
interfaces for crafting data stories. By focusing on the graphical and
interactive elements of narrative visualization, our approach gives less
attention to the cognitive and emotional experience of the reader. We
recognize the importance of these elements, however, and describe di-
rections for future reader-centric research in our conclusion.

2 RELATED WORK

Storytelling and visual expression are integral parts of human culture;
storytelling has even been referred to as “the world’s second-oldest
profession” [12]. Without summarizing millennia of achievement, we
describe a few of the key concepts informing narrative visualization.

2.1 Narrative Structure
The Oxford English Dictionary defines narrative as “an account of a
series of events, facts, etc., given in order and with the establishing of
connections between them.” Central to this definition is the notion of
a chain of causally related events. Stories of this form often have a
beginning, middle, and end [3, 24]: an introduction to the situation, a
series of events often involving tension or conflict, and a resolution.

Since ancient times, people have tried to understand and formalize
the elements of storytelling. For example, writers (e.g., [5, 19, 21])
have developed typologies of dramatic situations and identified plot
lines common to many narratives, such as the “hero’s journey” [5].
This research typically distinguishes between the content of the story
and the form in which it is told. While stories often concern interacting
characters, they may also present a sequence of facts and observations
linked together by a unifying theme or argument.

Storytelling strategies vary among media and genre. For instance,
stories told through writing have access to a different set of formal
mechanisms and narrative structures (e.g., stream of consciousness)
than stories told through film (e.g., split-screen sequences [3]). Blun-
dell [2] describes narrative devices for journalism such as the anecdo-

Stanford Vis Group | Narrative 
Visualization: Telling Stories with Data

Narrative Structures in Data Visualizations 
to Improve Storytelling » OWNI.eu, 
News, Augmented

Steve Duenes -- Talk to the 
Newsroom -- The New York 
Times -- Reader Questions and 
Answers - New York Times

Data journalism and data visualization | 
News | The Guardian

http://datajournalism.stanford.edu/#
http://datajournalism.stanford.edu/#
http://datajournalism.stanford.edu/#
http://vis.stanford.edu/papers/narrative
http://vis.stanford.edu/papers/narrative
http://owni.eu/2011/05/03/narrative-structures-in-data-visualizations-to-improve-storytelling/
http://owni.eu/2011/05/03/narrative-structures-in-data-visualizations-to-improve-storytelling/
http://owni.eu/2011/05/03/narrative-structures-in-data-visualizations-to-improve-storytelling/
http://www.nytimes.com/2008/02/25/business/media/25asktheeditors.html
http://www.nytimes.com/2008/02/25/business/media/25asktheeditors.html
http://www.nytimes.com/2008/02/25/business/media/25asktheeditors.html
http://www.nytimes.com/2008/02/25/business/media/25asktheeditors.html
http://www.guardian.co.uk/data
http://www.guardian.co.uk/data












Budget Forecasts, Compared With Reality - NYTimes.com

http://www.nytimes.com/interactive/2010/02/02/us/politics/20100201-budget-porcupine-graphic.html


Interactive graphic: Afghanistan - Behind the front line - FT.com

http://www.ft.com/intl/cms/s/0/663b649e-b7e6-11de-8ca9-00144feab49a.html#axzz1oGED0g80


Human Development Trends, 2005 - Gapminder.org

http://www.gapminder.org/downloads/human-development-trends-2005/
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Profile Joost Grootens 36 37Profile Joost Grootens 

2009 was a killer year for an unassuming designer from the Netherlands. 
Joost Grootens will have been known to map-design fans out there for some 
time, especially for his much-admired Metropolitan World Atlas, but last 
year his fame went stellar (in design terms, at least). RobeRt URqUhARt 
visited Grootens’s studio in Amsterdam and discovered that he might just 
hold the key to an interesting future for graphic design. 

GRooteNS
JooSt

Portrait of Joost 
Grootens by Thijs Wolzak

www.thijswolzak.nl
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stamen design | Maps

http://stamen.com/maps








MIT SENSEable City Lab

http://senseable.mit.edu/
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